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Motivation

●New Physics could appear in unexpected ways
– Model Independence
– Try to make sure we are not missing anything
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Vista Overview
●Addresses the question: 

– “How well can the Standard Model describe the high-pT 
data?”

●Finds the SM background that best fits the data globally.
– No distinction between “control” and “signal” regions.

●Examines the gross features of all final states where high-pT 
data are observed. Checks for discrepancies in

– final state populations
– distribution shapes
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Method
data MC

CDF simulation

Correction Factors

SM background

Vista comparison

Sleuth search

Vista
global

fit

iterate
Stop when either a clear case for New Physics can 

be made, or there remain no discrepancies that 
motivate a case for New Physics
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Event Selection
● Objects identified:

– e, μ, τ, jet, b-jet, γ, Missing ET

● Consider objects of pT > 17 GeV

● Consider events with any of the following:

– e, pT > 25 GeV

– μ, pT > 25 GeV

– γ, pT > 60 GeV

– jet, pT > 40 GeV

– additional diobject triggers
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Partition in Final States

Data SM Background

1e+1e-

1e+1μ-

1b2j
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Correction Model
●What does it do?

– It reweights the SM background events, to globally bring the 
background closer to what the SM@CDF is believed to be.

●What does it involve?
– A minimal set of correction factors:

● Integrated luminosity
● k-factors (= σSM / σLO)
● Particle misidentification probabilities
● Particle identification efficiency scale factors*
● Trigger efficiency scale factors*

– External constraints + other details

* definition: scale factor = multiplicative factor that corrects
the output of CDF simulation
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The Global Fit

SM[k]

SM =  Integrated Luminosity × Acceptance ×
          {σLO × k-factors}  × 
          {ID and misID probabilities}  × 
          {Trigger Efficiencies}

●The globally best fitting SM background is found by 
minimizing:

●All the data are used during the fit, and all the correction 
factors are found simultaneously.

= set of correction factors

e.g. theoretical estimation of 
k-factors



And now, time for the Results
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● Table including 
all Vista final 
states with at 
least 10 data 
events observed

● The background 
uncertainties are 
only statistical.
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344 final states contain a lot of information
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Result of Comparing Populations
● The Poisson probability 

that the SM population in 
a final state would 
fluctuate above (or below) 
the observed population 
in the data.

● This probability is 
expressed in units of 
standard deviation (σ).

● These probabilities plotted 
do not yet take into 
account the trials factor: 
We examined 344 final 
states. Accounting for this 
reduces the significance 
of every observed 
discrepancy.

●  After taking into account 
the trials factor, the 
greatest population 
discrepancy is only a 2.3σ 
deficit of data.

CDF Run II preliminary (927 pb-1)

Large 
excess

Large 
deficit agreement
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Examples of Vista Distributions
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● Vista automatically 
produces and examines 
~17,000 distributions of 
kinematic variables.

● Their consistency with the 
background is tested 
using Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test.

● The KS probability P (that 
two distributions are 
consistent) is expressed 
in units of standard 
deviation (σ).

● In the probabilities plotted 
here, the trials factor due 
to examining thousands 
of distributions has not 
yet been accounted for.

– Interest is focused on outliers : kinematic 
variables showing significant disagreement

Result of comparing Shapes
CDF Run II Preliminary (927 pb-1)

agree disagree
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Characteristic Shape Discrepancies
Even after accounting for the trials factor due to examining ~17,000 
distributions, there are a few hundred distributions with shape 
inconsistent with the Standard Model implementation.

They are mostly of two kinds:

1.  Related to the “3-jet” effect

2.  Related to the modeling of intrinsic transverse momentum 
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The “3-jet” discrepancy

Parameters for parton showering 
are being investigated

1

2

3
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Summary & Conclusion
● What is Vista@CDF?

– A model independent analysis searching for New Physics in the bulk features of the 
high-pT data.

● What is the result, from the first 1 fb-1 of CDF Run II? 
– With Vista@CDF, we have not been able to support a New Physics claim.

● Disclaimer:
– The Vista@CDF null result does not necessarily mean that there is no New Physics 

present in the data:
● Vista does not exploit variables optimal to detect specific signals, therefore may not 

be the best method to search for something specific.
● Vista does not examine low-pT physics, such as B-physics.

● If the New Physics is of low cross-section and appears at high pT, Sleuth will be 
more likely to find it. Stay tuned for Conor Henderson's talk on Sleuth.

● Why is this an important result?
– No such broad, encompassing analysis was available before.
– Studying the data globally allows for a deeper understanding of the experiment and of 

the physics coming into it. That applies also to LHC. Stay tuned for Bruce Knutson's talk.



Backup slides
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Intrinsic kT

The need for intrinsic kT correction appeared in 
2-object final states, in Δφ, uncl pT and missing 
pT distributions.

Simultaneously describing intrinsic kT in all final 
states is difficult

uncl pT = Energy visible in the detector 
but not clustered into any object
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Is This A Blind Analysis?
●No. We started with a crude correction model, and refined it after looking to 
see where it failed to describe the data

●The development of the correction model and associated improvements is 
not an automated process

●Refining the correction model requires judgement, and all adjustments must 
be physically motivated

●This process ends when either: 
– a clear case for new physics can be made 
– or there remain no discrepancies that motivate a case for new physics
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The Correction Factors
CDF Run II Preliminary (927 pb-1)

● These are the 44 
parameters determined by 
the global fit.

● Their meaning is intimate 
to Vista@CDF, and are 
only applicable within it.

● Their values are compared 
to available external 
sources, to verify they are 
reasonable.

● The uncertainties come 
from the global fit, and do 
not include additional 
sources of systematic 
uncertainty.
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Result of Comparing Populations

Includes trials factor

Statistical Errors

●All final states are sorted in order of decreasing discrepancy.
●The above table is only the head of the whole list of final 
states.

●The greatest population discrepancy is only a 2.3σ deficit of 
data, after taking into account the trials factor.

CDF Run II preliminary (927 pb-1)

Hyperlink to 
kinematic 
distributions
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Example of final state dominated by 
jets faking τ.
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The most discrepant distribution from the final 
state with the greatest population discrepancy
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Non-collision Events
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Identification efficiency scale factors and 
misidentification probabilities across pT and η

CDF Run II preliminary (927 pb-1)
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External Constraints

CDF Run II preliminary (927 pb-1)
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What do you expect the next 
discovery to be in the field?

Poll of ~300 people at Fermilab.
Appeared in Symmetry magazine.

●A big part of the 
votes indicates it 
is a good idea to 
try to find New 
Physics we may 
not expect.


